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ABOUT THE BOOK: When Anna Cicconi arrives to the small Hamptons
village of Herron Mills for a summer nanny gig, she has high hopes for a
fresh start. What she finds instead is a community on edge after the
disappearance of Zoe Spanos, a local girl who has been missing since New
Year’s Eve. Anna bears an eerie resemblance to Zoe, and her mere presence
in town stirs up still-raw feelings about the unsolved case. As Anna delves
deeper into the mystery, stepping further and further into Zoe’s life, she
becomes increasingly convinced that she and Zoe are connected—and that
she knows what happened to her.
Two months later, Zoe’s body is found in a nearby lake, and Anna is charged
with manslaughter. But Anna’s confession is riddled with holes, and Martina
Green, teen host of the Missing Zoe podcast, isn’t satisfied. Did Anna really
kill Zoe? And if not, can Martina’s podcast uncover the truth?
Inspired by Daphne du Maurier’s Rebecca, Kit Frick weaves a thrilling story
of psychological suspense that twists and turns until the final page.

I Killed Zoe Spanos Discussion Questions
Created by Simon & Schuster Children's Publishing

1. The book begins with Anna confessing to what happened to Zoe Spanos. Why
do you think the book opens this way? Is Anna’s story believable? Why or why
not?
2. Anna describes Herron Mills as being like a different country from her home
in Brooklyn. Why does she feel so out of place there? Have you ever been
someplace that felt completely different from the world you knew?
3. At the beginning of her first podcast, Martina tells her listeners that she is
not an unbiased reporter, but that Zoe’s case needs an insider in order to solve
the mystery behind her disappearance. How is it helpful for Martina to have a
close relationship with the Spanos family? How might it be harmful to the
investigation?
4. Both Anna and Martina believe Caden Talbot knows more about Zoe’s
disappearance than he is telling the police. What factors make them
suspect him? What other characters behave suspiciously throughout the novel?
5. The longer Anna stays in Herron Mills, the more she has vivid dreams about
Zoe and Windermere. How do these dreams affect her waking hours? Do you
remember your own dreams, and if so, do you ever try to find meaning in them?
6. Throughout the course of the book, Anna has conflicting memories of New
Year’s Eve. How is she influenced by things other people tell her about Zoe and
that night? Have you ever found out that your memory of a particular moment
conflicts with the memory someone else has of that same moment?
7. The book alternates between the months leading up to and following Anna’s
confession to the police. Do these alternating points of view make it harder or
easier to guess what happened to Zoe?
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